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Manipal University

Manipal Education Group is an established leader in the field of
education, research and healthcare. It has transformed the lives of
more than 3, 00,000 students from over 59 countries. 

 
 

It offers career-oriented courses at all levels. This includes UG, PG
and doctoral across various streams. Their 150+ courses include
Engineering, Architecture, Planning, Fashion Design, Fine Arts,
Hospitality, Humanities, Journalism and Mass Communication, Basic
Sciences, Law, Commerce, Computer Applications, Management,
etc.
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Problems Before A.I. Timey

Regular Contact Form : Manipal University, Jaipur had a regular      
contact form on its website’s home page. It used to ask the student       
to fill their details such as their name, email address and phone         
number. Then, students had to wait for a call from the university’s      
executive. Hence, guidance took time.  

                                                                                                                          

Unable to Convert Huge Website Traffic : University has a
website traffic of around 60,000 unique visitors per month but it
was not able to convert most of the students who were looking for
their university. 

 

High Bounce Rate : Each Student reaching, rather felt confused
due to 300+  Links/Options on the website. Unable to find what
he's looking for easily and going link by link !

High CPL(Cost Per Lead/Coversion) : University was spending a
big part of their budget into advertisements through Google Ads
and Facebook Ads but, due to simple form to collect info, their
marketing funnels were not working according to  and they were
continuously paying a huge amount for the same.



Instant Solution for Student Queries: Engaging the students
visiting institution's website through AI TImey - AI-based Voice
cum text Assistant is an effective way of generating more
conversions. A voice-based assistant greets the students, solve
their queries and guides them through the admission procedure. 

 
 
 

Fluent Conversation Loop: This is all done by taking the student
in a very well designed loop of conversation. Guiding them in the
most efficient manner is what A.I. Timey does for the students!
Well, Timey just loves guiding it's customers !

AI Timey - one stop Solution

Exceptional Customer Satisfaction : A.I. Timey Assistant
satisfies almost every visitor through a proper conversation flow
and smart apt answers . And, convert them into leads/conversions
for the institution.

    

Accurate Quantitative & Qualitative Analysis  : Advanced
analytics in A.I. Timey Assistant provides all the necessary details
of the no. of users and sessions having different questions related
to Fees, Scholarships, Placements etc.
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Impressive Results After A.I. Timey

Boost in Conversion Rate 10X : Manipal University, Jaipur
integrated Timey on their website using a 4 line plugin code(simple
integration). The main focus of AI Timey is to engage
students(customers) righteously, guide them which in turn boosts
the conversion rate.

 
 

Personal Assistant 24*7 : Instead of the contact form, Timey
appeared as their personal chat assistant. It engaged the students
in interesting conversations. The voice feature made the
conversation even more interesting and easy. It gave the feel and
effect of talking to a real human on the other side.

 
 

User Satisfaction : The conversations were based on the courses
they offer. It also included the fee structure of the courses, eligibility
criteria, about the university, scholarship details, etc. The student
was able to ask questions by typing or by speaking and as each
student gets their desired information instantly , It is a Happy
Feeling! 

 
 

High Engagement Rate : The assistant provided all the necessary
details in a very engaging manner by including pertinent images.
Whether the question is relevant or not, Timey would answer it very
smartly. 

 
    Also, it would suggest the next queries that they may want to ask.   
    AI Timey’s Intuitive UI makes it easy for the students to find their 
    query!
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9.5X Coversion Rate: A.I. Timey was able to gather 9.5X
conversions for the university as compared to contact
forms. Where university collected a few leads in two
months using traditional means, A.I. Timey boosted it to
10,000 conversions in just two months, reducing the Cost
Per Lead to 4.5% of their old CPL.
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